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Bachelor of Science in Life Sciences, basic sensory and statistical competences
Sensory competences: the student should be familiar with basic sensory techniques
(Discriminative analysis such as triangular test and two-out-of-five, Quantitative
Descriptive Analysis, consumer acceptance and preference test) and basic physiology
of human perception.
Statistical competences: the student should be able to manage data e.g. with R
software for descriptive analysis (Analysis of Variance, Chi-square test, Regression) and
have basic knowledge of multivariate analysis (such as Principal Component Analysis
and Clustering). It is recommended to attend the CC courses D1 (“Handling and
Visualising Data”) and D3 (“Modelling and Exploration of Multivariate Data”).
As preparation for the block week, students are required to read papers available on
Moodle 4 weeks before the beginning of the course.
After completing the module, students will be able to:
• conduct a sensory case study from the initial question to the final conclusion:
• Manage a sensory tasting session (give instructions to panellists, explain the
sensory procedure, manage sample presentation and presentation),
• Select the appropriate sensory technique from a wide range of tests depending the
objective of the study,
• Apply common and advanced sensory techniques to beverages and others food
products,
• Manage statistical tools to process sensory data,
• Illustrate the results with appropriate graphic representations,
• Interpret the results and conclude,
• Consider consumer expectations in terms of external information (e.g. packaging,
medal) and marketing design,
• Consider consumer emotions during tasting.
The module focusses on sensory aspects of food with two mains thematics: consumer
acceptance/preference and new sensory methods. The aim is to give an advanced level
to food science master students to manage sensory tests in connection with research
and marketing questions taking the needs of the industry into account.
Sensorial marketing
Emotional aspects of consumers
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Consumer tests and preference mapping
• Hedonic testing: application of qualitative and quantitative test methods in order
to collect consumer acceptance data and consumer insights, taking the adequate
number of consumers as well as target groups into account.
• Correlation of data: identification of relevant analytical attributes (from sensory
analysis and instrumental evaluations) in the context of consumer preference.
What are the sensory cues and drivers of liking? Segmentation of consumers,
based on their sensory preference or consumer insights.
• Internal and external preference mapping
Innovative sensory evaluation techniques
• History and origin of developing new and faster sensory methods
• For each new method: principle and sensory test, application, statistical analysis,
pros and cons
− Verbal-based methods: Flash profile and Check-All-That-Apply
− Similarity-based methods: Free sorting and Napping / Projective mapping
− Reference-based methods: Polarized Sensory Positioning and Pivot profile
Statistical data management
• Statistical methods to analyze sensory / consumer data
• Statistical methods to correlate sensory / consumer data with marketing or
instrumental data (chemistry, production parameters or other)
• Previous self-study is mandatory – reading referenced papers
• Lectures with practical examples
• Sensory exercises (as panellist and as “panel leader”)
• Practical data analysis
• Final case-study
• Active participation in the module is requested
1. Entry test on pre-course self-study, open book, on day 1 of the week (20%)
2. Written report on practical work (methodology, statistical analysis, results) in
groups of 2-3 students, to be handed in 3 weeks after the end of the module (50%)
3. Written exam, individual, open book, final (30%)
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Final bibliography will be available on Moodle 4 weeks before the beginning of the
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The present module will build on CC modules D1 (“Handling and Visualising Data”) and
D3 (“Modelling and Exploration of Multivariate Data”).
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